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dear
bmw club members, 
As 2013 draws to a close, this edition of Clubs’ World features how our clubs and BMW 
have celebrated the 90th Anniversary of BMW Motorrad. If you haven’t yet taken the time 
to celebrate it – please take time out to read this edition with a cold beverage of your 
choice – preferable with fellow club members. And pass it on – we want as many people 
as possible to celebrate with us. Allow me then to thank all of those that contributed to 
UIJT�FEJUJPO�BOE�TQFDJ趑DBMMZ�,BUJ�JO�UIF�$MVC�0G趑DF�XIP�NBEF�UIJT�QPTTJCMF�
 
Bob Dylan’s song “The Times They Are A-Changin’” has been playing in my head over 
the last month or two, and the lyrics remind me that “Your old road is rapidly aging, please 
get out of the new one, If you can’t lend your hand, For the times they are a-changing”.

The 2013 Council Meeting saw us saying “Auf Wiedersehen” to our leader - Ian Branston – who served the Council 
for 17 years, including 4 years as Vice Chair Cars and the last 10 years as Chair. Ian has decided to vacate the Chair 
seat for new beginnings in Greenville, USA – which includes a new family, a new home and a new role in the BMW 
CCA Foundation. ian, lindsey – we all wish you well – until we meet again!

With change there is also the “new one” – and we are privileged to welcome Matz Rosenquist to the Council’s Board, 
as the new Vice-Chair Motorcycles. Matz is well known to many of us – as he is also the President of the BMW Clubs 
European Federation. matz – welcome on board!

It is a great honour for me to be asked to serve as Chair and it is a great privilege to continue serving the Council and 
its members. I’ll do my utmost to leverage all the experiences and learnings of the last seven years – and continue 
working with the delegates, the Board and BMW Classic to keep improving the BMW Clubs world.

5IFSF�BSF�NBOZ�DIBMMFOHFT�BIFBE�ѭ�GPS�FYBNQMF�UIF�JNQBDU�PG�TPDJBM�NFEJB�BOE�NPSF�TQFDJ趑DBMMZ�UIF�XBZ�#.8�JT�
VTJOH�JU�WJB�UIF�#.8�0XOFSTѳ�$JSDMF�BOE�#.8�$PNNVOJUJFT�SFRVJSFT�TFSJPVT�SFWJFX�BOE�UIF�DMVCT�XJMM�IBWF�OP�DIPJDF�
to re-align themselves with these.

Another is how to ensure the relevancy of the Council and its member clubs to its members and the bigger BMW 
community, which requires the Council and its member clubs to constantly re-examine themselves in order to ensure 
the relevancy of the Council and its member clubs for its own and the bigger BMW community, including its relation-
ship with BMW AG and its subsidiaries.

In order to move with the times as they are a-changing, the Board – Bernhard, Matz, Phil and I – together with the 
delegates and the observers from the Council will require all the support the members can muster, and I look forward 
to meeting many more members and working with you to take up this challenge.

5IF�趑STU�WFSTF�PG�UIF�TPOH�UIBU�TQFBLT�UP�NF�NPTU�JT�Ѷ$PNF�HBUIFS�ѳSPVOE�QFPQMF�8IFSFWFS�ZPV�SPBN�"OE�BENJU�
that the waters, Around you have grown, And accept it that soon, You’ll be drenched to the bone, If your time to you, Is 
XPSUI�TBWJOH�5IFO�ZPV�CFUUFS�TUBSU�TXJNNJOH�0S�ZPVѳMM�TJOL�MJLF�B�TUPOF�'PS�UIF�UJNFT�UIFZ�BSF�B�DIBOHJOH�ѷ

*�BMTP�XPVME�MJLF�UP�XJTI�BMM�PG�ZPV�UIF�CFTU�GPS������ѭ�NBZ�ZPV�POMZ�IBWF�KPZ�XJUI�ZPVS�#.8�

Yours faithfully

david de bruyn
Chairman
BMW Clubs International Council

&%*503*"-
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A way of life. 90 years of BMW Motorrad.

From Malaysia to the BMW Motorrad Days

90th Motorrad Birthday Celebration  
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa

The Route des Grandes Alpes
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the history oF  
bmw motorrad. 1923 – 2013.

"U�UIF�#FSMJO�.PUPS�4IPX�PO����4FQUFNCFS������#.8�VOWFJMT�JUT�趑STU�NP-
torcycle built completely in-house, the R 32 designed by Max Friz. The overall 
concept, featuring a boxer engine, shaft drive and double-loop frame, proves 
an instant success. The magazine “Der Motorwagen” considers it “the high 
point of the motorcycle show”.

4UJMM�JO�UIF�趑STU�ZFBS�PG�QSPEVDUJPO�#.8�BOE�
'SBO[�#JFCFS�XJO�UIF�趑STU�(FSNBO�$IBNQJPO-
ship, immediately establishing BMW as one of 
the leading players on the motorcycle market. 
BMW continues to win the title in the prestigious 
500 cc class in unbroken succession until the 
end of the decade. 

&SOTU�)FOOF�BDIJFWFT�UIF�趑STU�
world speed record for BMW, set-
ting a best mark of 216.75 km/h. 
)F�HPFT�PO�UP�JNQSPWF�IJT�SFDPSE�
on several occasions, achiev-
ing an incredible 279.5 km/h by 
1937. BMW successfully uses 
the slogan “The world’s fastest 
motorcycle” until 1951, when the 
SFDPSE�XBT�趑OBMMZ�CFBUFO�#.8�CFDPNFT�UIF�XPSMEѳT�趑STU�NBOVGBDUVSFS�UP�

present a hydraulically damped telescopic fork, 
still the most common front fork in motorcycle 
design. It results in a previously unparalleled level 
of ride comfort in the R 12 and R 17. 

Georg Meier, the 1938 European 
Champion, crowns his career by 
winning the Senior TT on the Isle 
PG�.BO��*U�JT�UIF�趑STU�WJDUPSZ�JO�UIJT�
event for a foreign rider on a non-
British machine. 

      A pioneering spirit, ingenious designs BOE�BO�VO趒BHHJOH�EFUFSNJOBUJPO�UP�UBLF�PO�
                       the competition in the sporting arena – these are the success factors which, 
over the last 90 years, have made BMW Motorrad what it is today: 
           a brand you never stray from once you’ve experienced it.*

*  from the current issue of the magazine 
���#.8�$MBTTJD�MJWF�41&$*"-����ZFBST�PG�#.8�.PUPSSBE�
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3&10354

Post-war production starts up 
again in Munich with the BMW 
R 24. Prior to this, BMW had kept 
business going by manufacturing 
everyday items such as cooking 
pots and construction hardware, 
as well as by carrying out repairs 
for the US Army.

The R 50 and R 69 models herald the era of the full 
swing-arm models at BMW. At the same time, it marks 
the start of a motorcycle crisis that will take hold for 15 
years and spell the demise of many German and Europe-
an manufacturers. Although the crisis is also felt at BMW, 
the company is able to hold its market share thanks to 
rising exports and stable public sector business.

With production start-up 
of the /5 series, mo-
torcycle production is 
transferred completely 
to Berlin. With the crisis 
over, the motorcycle is no 
longer simply a means 
of transport, but also a 
popular piece of leisure 
equipment.

Reg Pridmore wins the American Superbike Championship riding 
B�#.8�3����4��*U�JT�UIF�趑STU�TUBHJOH�PG�B�SBDF�TFSJFT�CFBSJOH�UIJT�
OBNF��5IF�3�����34�CFDPNFT�UIF�趑STU�NPUPSDZDMF�QSFTFOUFE�CZ�
BMW to feature a full fairing developed in a wind tunnel.

BMW establishes the long-distance enduro seg-
ment with the R 80 G/S. Its off-road capabilities are 
put to the test at the Paris-Dakar Rally between 
�����BOE������XJUI�UXP�WJDUPSJFT�FBDI�GPS�)VCFSU�
Auriol and Gaston Rahier.

8JUI�UIF�,�����
series, BMW pre-
TFOUT�JUT�趑STU�GPVS�
cylinder models to 
feature electronic 
engine manage-
ment and direct 
petrol injection, 
heralding a new 
era in motorcycle 
history.

innovations pave the way. 1948 – 1983.
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#.8�QSFTFOUT�UIF�XPSMEѳT�趑STU�NPUPSDZDMF�"#4� 
and remains to this day a pioneer in this vital safety 
technology.

1993
BMW completely overhauls the boxer engine: now featur-
ing four-valve technology, digital engine management and 
a completely new Telelever suspension, the R 1100 RS 
launches a new boxer era. The F 650 entry-level model is the 
趑STU�#.8�UP�CF�QSFTFOUFE�XJUI�DIBJO�ESJWF�

#.8�VOWFJMT�JUT�趑STU�TJY�DZMJOEFS�NPEFMT��UIF�VOJU�JO�
UIF�UXP�UPVSJOH�NPEFMT�,������(5�BOE�,������(5-�
surprises the experts with a build-width of 560 mm and 
weight of just 102.6 kg. The optionally available adap-
UJWF�IFBEMJHIU�JT�B�XPSME�趑STU�

#.8�JT�UIF�XPSMEѳT�趑STU�NPUPSDZDMF�NBOVGBDUVSFS�UP�PGGFS�B�
closed-loop three-way catalytic converter for exhaust gas after-
USFBUNFOU��*O������#.8�JT�BMTP�UIF�趑STU�NBOVGBDUVSFS�UP�FRVJQ�
UIF�FOUJSF�NPEFM�SBOHF�XJUI�UIJT�NPTU�FG趑DJFOU�UZQF�PG�FYIBVTU�
gas aftertreatment.

#.8�QSFTFOUT�JUT�趑STU�JO�MJOF�
twin-cylinder. The two new mod-
els in the BMW line-up are the 
F 800 S and F 800 ST. 

BMW Motorrad celebrates 90 years. In addition 
to three special editions, the anniversary is 
marked in the showrooms by a new generation 
of the best-selling R 1200 GS. 

a way oF liFe.motorcycling as a way oF liFe. 1988 – 2013.



1969 bmw r 60 us
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1962 bmw r 60/2

3&10354

“It’s priceless”
Stacie / 1969 BMW R 60 US

“The bike is a work of art”
Arnd / 1939 BMW R 35

4UBDJF�"SOE�BE�&SJD�ѭ�UIF�OFX�趑MN�Ѷ"�8BZ�PG�-JGFѷ�IBT�CFFO�DSFBUFE�BT�QBSU�PG�UIF�bimmerstories.la 
XFCTJUF��0O�UIF�PDDBTJPO�PG�#.8�.PUPSSBEѳT���th�BOOJWFSTBSZ�UIF�趑MN�TIPXDBTFT�UISFF�EJF�IBSE�#.8�
fans and their historic BMW bikes. Atmospheric and realistic. 

Celebrate 90 Years of BMW Motorrad.

“Childhood memories”
Eric / 1962 BMW R 60/2

watch the movie at www.bimmerstories.la

new movie by bmw classic: 
“a way oF liFe” 
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through 10 countries to the 
bmw motorrad days.
 minesh doshi, President BMW Motorrad Club of Malaysia

'PS� UIF� 趑STU� UJNF� BGUFS���QSFWJPVT� ZFBST�PG� VTJOH� BO�FWFOU�PSHBOJTFS�
BMW Motorrad Club of Malaysia organized its own trip to the BMW Mo-
torrad Days 2013 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, at the invitation of BMW 
Classic and the Board of the BMW Clubs International Council. It was 
NBNNPUI�UBTL�BT�XF�BSF�MPDBUFE�PO�UIF�PUIFS�TJEF�PG�UIF�XPSME��-PHJ-
stics and paperwork were a nightmare. But we pooled our resources 
and made it happen. This was partly sponsored and fully supported by 
BMW Malaysia, with whom the BMW Motorrad Club of Malaysia has a 
very strong partnership.

Istanbul

Garmisch-Partenkirchen

bulgaria

romania

hungaryaustria

germany

France

italy

switzerland

turkey

24
record of

bikes
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0WFS� UIF� MBTU� GFX�ZFBST�$MVCT� GSPN�BMM�PWFS� UIF�XPSME�IBWF� GPVOE�B�OFX�IPNF�XJUIJO� UIF�#.8�$MBTTJD� UFOU�BU� 

#.8�.PUPSSBE�%BZT�XIFSF�UIFZ�IBWF�CFFO�BCMF�UP�趑OE�$MVC�TUBOET�XJUI�$MVC�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�GSPN�BMM�PWFS�UIF�

world talking about and promoting their BMW Motorrad Clubs.
The pattern set by BMW Motorrad Club of Malaysia organised by Minesh Doshi has also been followed by Clubs 

GSPN�"GSJDB�"NFSJDB�6,�*UBMZ�BOE�NPSF��'PS������BMM�UIFTF�DMVCT�BSF�BMSFBEZ�QMBOOJOH�UPVST�DPWFSJOH�B�WBSJFUZ�PG�

options in Europe e.g. the Grossglockner (the highest Alpine peak in Austria), Bled and its famous castle in Slovenia 

and some of the most stunning roads through the Austrian Alps, Croatia’s coastal road and the Italian Dolomites.

The focal point of all these tours is Garmisch-Partenkirchen in the south of Germany, where BMW Motorrad Days 

is scheduled to take place on 4th to 6th July 2014.To all the Umbrellas and Clubs – please start planning, as by popular demand we would like you at the BMW Classic 

UFOU�UP�SFQSFTFOU�ZPVS�6NCSFMMB�PS�$MVC��	/PUF��BT�UIFSF�JT�MJNJUFE�TQBDF�BWBJMBCMF�QSFGFSFODF�XJMM�CF�HJWFO�UP�&VSP-

QFBO�6NCSFMMBT�趑STU�OPO�&VSPQFBO�6NCSFMMBT�OFYU�BOE�UIFO�&VSPQFBO�$MVCT�FUD�


More importantly, why not arrange your own tour and bring your members to BMW Motorrad Days in 2014 for the 

biggest BMW party in the world – 4th to 6th July 2014�ѭ�XF�IPQF�UP�TFF�ZPV�UIFSF�

Yours faithfully

david de bruynChairman
BMW Clubs International Council

invitation to  bmw motorrad days 2014.

5IJT�ZFBS�GPS�UIF�趑STU�UJNF�XF�IBE�B�SFDPSE�PG����CJLFT�
and 37 participants. These 24 bikes were shipped to 
*TUBOCVM�5VSLFZ�BOE�UIF� SJEFST�BOE�QJMMJPOT�趒FX� JOUP�
*TUBOCVM�B�GFX�EBZT�CFGPSF�UIF�PG趑DJBM�SJEF�TUBSUFE�UP�
familiarise themselves and enjoy some sightseeing.

0VS�KPVSOFZ�CFHBO�XJUI�DPMMFDUJOH�UIF�CJLFT�GSPN�*T-
tanbul port and riding to Bulgaria. From there we pro-
ceeded to Romania and spent 2 nights there, inclu-
ding the world-famous Transfagarasan Pass. From 
3PNBOJB� XF� IFBE� UP� )VOHBSZ�
where we also headed the EU. So 
no further passport controls were 
required for our onward journey to 
Austria and beyond.

In total we rode through 10 coun-
tries and crossed over 20 passes, 
all in 25 days. The highlight was 
most certainly the visit to BMW 
BMW Motorrad Days in Gar-
misch-Partenkirchen. This year 
JT�TJHOJ趑DBOU�BT� JU� JT�UIF���UI�BO-
niversary of BMW Motorrad. We 
had such a sense of accomplish-
ment as we rode our own bikes 
into Garmisch. BMW Motorrad 
$MVC� PG� .BMBZTJB� XBT� UIF� 0/-:�
HSPVQ�UP�CF�PG趑DJBMMZ�XFMDPNFE�JO�
the main arena with local German 
TV covering the event. 
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)FSF� JO�1PSU� &MJ[BCFUI� JU� JT� FBTZ� UP� DPOWJODF� GPML� UP� IBWF� B� QBSUZ� BOE�XIFO�
you combine the event with their interest in motor cycles, it becomes a high  
PDUBOF�BGGBJS��0,��4P�OPX�XF�IBWF�BO�JEFB�UP�IBWF�B���th birthday bash, the next 
part is to make it happen. All credit must go to the club’s standing committee,  
Renatha Wedderburn, Mandy and Gavin Daniels, Martin Verral and Joel  
Epstein who gave it 100% backing all the way.
The Saturday morning sunshine greeted the bikers as they gathered at BMW 
Continental. The crowd just got bigger and bigger, I guess we had about 200 
bikes parked up. At about midday the mass of bikes started the ride out to the 
German Club, approximately 10km away. We had some serious competition for 
UIF�$PODPVSTF�Eѳ�FMFHBODF��7PMLFS�4DISPFS�IBE�UIF�WFSZ�EJG趑DVMU�UBTL�PG�DIPPT-
ing a winner, which eventually went to Gordon Collett for his 1959 BMW R 26. 
The other category winners were for the Dirtiest GS won by Trevor Williams 
ѭ�#.8������(4��5IF�0MEFTU�#JLF�DBUFHPSZ�XBT�XPO�CZ�7PMLFS�4DISPFS�ѭ������
#.8�3�����XJUI�TJEF�DBS��"OE�MBTUMZ�UIF�$IBJSNBOѳT�1SJ[F�XFOU�UP�.S��-JFCFO-
CVSH�ѭ�#.8�,�����34�XIP�XPO�CFDBVTF�IJT�TIFFS�EFUFSNJOBUJPO�UP�LFFQ�UIF�
bike going and the amount of smoke. In reality all who turned up were winners, 
as everyone’s bike is special to them.
The vibe and chat going on the lawn at the German Club shows what makes 
CJLJOH�VOJRVF��8F�IBE�B�TQFDJBM�DPMMFDUJPO�PG�(4T�SBOHJOH�GSPN�UIF�趑STU������
BMW R 80 GS up to the latest water-cooled 1200 GS and 800 GS Adventure. 
"NPOHTU� UIF� DPMMFDUJPO� PG� CJLFT� PO�EJTQMBZ�XBT�(FSU� 7FSNBBLѳT�#.8�)1��
Sport, which I had the privilege of riding to the event. The premier event of the 
day was the gala dinner and party later that evening. The hall was decorated 
NBHOJ趑DFOUMZ� JO�#.8�DPMPST�FWFO�EPXO�UP�UIF� MBTU�EFUBJM�PG�UIF�#.8�$MVC�
menu card. Well done Renatha and Mandy.  
5IF�EJTQMBZ�PG�NBHOJ趑DFOUMZ�UVSOFE�PVU�DMBTTJD�#.8�CJLFT�BU�UIF�SFDFQUJPO�TFU�
the tone for the quality of the evening to come. 
5IF�(FSNBO�$MVC�QSFTFOUFE�B�趑OF���DPVSTF�EJOOFS��%VSJOH�UIF�DPVSTF�PG�UIF�
evening we had the prizegiving for the afternoon events. A special word of 
thanks was given to BMW South Africa and BMW Continental for their assis-
tance in sponsoring the event.

below: from left Roger Smith, 
Des Soutar from BMW Conti-
nental, Lana Soutar, Joel and 
Michelle Epstein and Ruth 
McCall

200
about

bikes

90th motorrad birthday 
celebration in port elizabeth, south aFrica.
 ian hetherington, Chairman BMW Motorcycle Club Eastern Cape
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The BMW Moto Club Monaco was born in 2011 thanks to the willingness of some BMW motorcycle enthusiasts from the 
.PUP�$MVC�.POBDP��5IF�.PUP�$MVC�.POBDP�BG趑MJBUFE�UP�UIF�'*.�	*OUFSOBUJPOBM�.PUPSDZDMJOH�'FEFSBUJPO
�JT�UIF�OBUJPOBM�
federation of motorcycling of the Principality of Monaco which is the second smallest state in the world after the Vatican. 
35,000 people reside in the Principality of Monaco in an area of just 2 square kilometers. 
Currently, the BMW Moto Club Monaco has 35 members. The activities are mainly oriented towards tourism and motor-
cycle trips. The Club invites you to follow the “Route des Grandes Alpes”, a two-and-a-half-day trip through the French 
Alps. The “Route des Grandes Alpes” crosses 684 km of the French Alps from north to south via 16 mountain passes, 
JODMVEJOH���UIBU�BSF�PWFS������NFUFST�IJHI��*U�TUBSUT�GSPN�5IPOPO�MFT�#BJOT�	-BLF�(FOFWB
�UP�SFBDI�.FOUPO�	UIF�.FEJUFS-
ranean, near Monaco), a total of 15,713 meters of climbing.  
This year, to go to the FIM Rally 2013 in Epernay, we chose to do the “Route des Grandes Alpes” in the other direction, 
GSPN�.FOUPO�UP�5IPOPO�MFT�#BJOT��"�TNBMM�HSPVQ�PG���CJLFT�	B�#.8�3������(4"�B�#.8�3������3�B�#.8�,������4�BOE�
a non BMW motorcycle) did this trip. 
Sunday, July 14, 9 a.m. – we took a picture on the shores of the Mediterranean in temperatures of 28 degrees, then rode 
out of Menton. We set off up the Col de Castillon, Sospel and the famous Col du Turini. Then we made a variation from the 
original route that passes through the Col de la Couillole, Valberg and Col de la Cayolle, via the Col de la Bonnette (2715 m).  
Then we took the original Route des Grandes Alpes until its end. This allowed us to go through the Col de Vars  
(2108 m), Col d’Izoard (2,360 m), Col du Galibier (2645 m), Col du Telegraphe (1566 m), Col de l’Iseran ( 2770 m), Cormet 
de Roseland (1968 m), Col des Saisies (1650 m), Col des Aravis (1486 m), Saint-Jean-de-Sixt (963 m), Col de la Colom-
CJFSF�	�����N
�BOE�$PM�EFT�(FUT�	�����N
��5VFTEBZ�+VMZ����JO�UIF�FBSMZ�BGUFSOPPO�XF�趑OJTIFE�UIF�Ѷ3PVUF�EFT�(SBOEFT�
Alpes” arriving in Thonon les Bains. Then we continued our journey to Epernay, but the road was not so much fun.
5IF�趑STU�OJHIU�XBT�TQFOU�JO�.PMJOFT�FO�2VFZSBT�CFUXFFO�$PM�EF�7BST�BOE�$PM�Eѳ*[PBSE��5IF�TFDPOE�POF�XBT�JO�/PUSF�
%BNF�EF�#FMMFDPNCF�CFUXFFO�UIF�$PM�EFT�"SBWJT�BOE�-FT�4BJTJFT��
5IJT�USJQ�DBO�CF�EPOF�JO���EBZT�XJUI�B�TJOHMF�OJHIU�XJUI�NPSF�UJNF�PO�UIF�SPBE�BOE�MFTT�UJNF�GPS�QIPUPT��0VS�BEWJDF�JT�UP�
do it in three days with two nights. 

the route des grandes alpes:

3 days oF 
beautiFul roads, bends, 

passes and Fresh air.
 Jean-charles harle, President BMW Moto Club Monaco
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col de la bonnette of course we had to take the road to the summit of la Bonnette as it is the highest paved 
road in France (2802 meters at the top). The highest paved road in Europe is the Ötztaler Gletscherstraße in Austria, a toll 
road which climbs to an altitude of 2829 m.

Gentle green view at col de vars and a bar at the top to have a break in the sun. 

col de l’izoard A beautiful memory with a nice climb through the trees and a lunar landscape called “Casse Deserte.” 
The Tour de France has crossed this Col 33 times, so the road is in perfect condition.

The col du galibier is another mythical pass on the Tour de France route, and the race has crossed it 59 times. 
From the road there are breathtaking views of the surrounding glaciers. Do not take the tunnel at 2556 m but continue up 
the pass to 2642 m to enjoy the breathtaking panorama. 

col de l’iseran pass 5IF�IJHIFTU�QBTT�JO�UIF�"MQT�BU������NFUFST��0ODF�BHBJO�GSPN�UIF�UPQ�XF�IBE�CFBVUJGVM�
views of the glaciers and wonderful fresh air.

A beautiful climb in a different setting from the previous high cols. cormet de roselend. It’s both sweet and wild. 

We had to stop at the charming little chapel on col des aravis.

If you like motorcycling, then you love mountain roads and passes. And if you enjoy the mountain roads and passes, then 
you will love the “Route des Grandes Alpes”. If you have not yet done the “Route des Grandes Alpes”, Alpes”, now you 
XJMM�CF�ESFBNJOH�PG�JU��"O�JOUFOTF���EBZT�PG�CFBVUJGVM�SPBET�CFOET�QBTTFT�BOE�GSFTI�BJS��5IF�Ѷ3PVUF�EFT�(SBOEFT�"MQFTѷ�
JT�EFTJHOFE�TQFDJ趑DBMMZ�GPS�PVS�#.8�NPUPSDZDMFT��
Follow us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/bmwmotoclubmonaco 
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From the world’s First bmw 
classic motorcycle dealer.
 sabine benz, President BMW Clubs Schweiz

I recently read a magazine article about a man by the name 
PG�.BSL�)VHHFUU��)F�XBT�CPSO� JO�/ZBTBMBOE�OPX�LOPXO�BT�
.BMBXJ�JO�$FOUSBM�"GSJDB��.BSL�IBE�趑STU�DPNF�JOUP�DPOUBDU�XJUI�
BMW in 1973, when his father bought himself a BMW R 27 
GSPN�UIF�ZFBS�������)F�XBT�JNNFEJBUFMZ�GBTDJOBUFE�CZ�JUT�FO-
gineering and its mechanics, and he soon started to read up 
on the subject. It was not long before he was entrusted with 
the bike’s maintenance and cleaning, a step that sealed his 
passion for BMW motorcycles.  

In 1976, tragedy struck, when the motorcycle was stolen, and 
JU�XPVME�CF�B�XIPMF�ZFBS�VOUJM�UIF�CJLF�趑OBMMZ�SFBQQFBSFE��*U�XBT�
found beneath an old rug, muddy, rusty and with burn marks. 
Mark took it to his bedroom and immediately set about restor-
JOH�JU��)F�PCUBJOFE�B�#.8�TQBSF�QBSUT�DBUBMPHVF�UPHFUIFS�XJUI�
a German-English dictionary to assist him. Six months later, 
IF�XBT�TVDDFTTGVM�BOE�UIF�HMFBN�PG�UIF�3����XBT�趑OBMMZ�GVMMZ�
restored. 

.BSL�)VHHFUU�KPJOFE�UIF�#.8�$MVC�4PVUI�"GSJDB�FWFO�SJTJOH�
UP�CFDPNF�JUT�QSFTJEFOU�BHFE�POMZ�����)F�TIBSFE�UIF�QPTJUJPO�
with a friend, splitting the post into separate car and motorcy-
DMF�EJWJTJPOT��)F�BMTP�FTUBCMJTIFE�UIF�Ѳ#FFNFSѳ�NBHB[JOF�
)F�DPOUJOVFE�UP�SVO�IJT�IPCCZ�XPSLTIPQ�PO�UIF�TJEF�GPS�PWFS-
hauling engines and gearboxes, sometimes even to order from 
PG趑DJBM�#.8�EFBMFST��
It was during his trips to Europe that he came into contact with 
other specialists, which gave him many useful opportunities to 

expand his knowledge. In 1982, he visited the BMW Archive in 
Munich, where he also built up a number of important contacts.
There were a number of factors that contributed to Mark  
)VHHFUUѳT�EFDJTJPO�UP�NPWF�UP�4XJU[FSMBOE�JO������XIFSF�IF�
趑STU�MJWFE�PO�B�GBSN�
Alongside the various stops in his working life, he always con-
UJOVFE�XPSLJOH� JO� IJT� IPCCZ�XPSLTIPQ��)F� CPVHIU� BOE� TPME�
BMW Motorrad parts, buying them from Germany and resell-
JOH�UIFN�JO�4XJU[FSMBOE�NPTUMZ�BU�趒FB�NBSLFUT��

In 1995, he and his partner, Esther, moved into a farmhouse, 
but shortly afterwards he became unemployed. So now what 
to do? As an interim solution, he set up the company, Mark 
)VHHFUU�(NC)��*O�BEEJUJPO�UP�IFS�XPSL�XJUI�.#5�&TUIFS�CF-
came the general manager of the new company, responsible 
for its organisational side. The company was awarded a BMW 
DPOTVMUBOU�DPOUSBDU�BOE�BMTP�CFDBNF�BO�PG趑DJBM�#.8�TVQQMJFS��
*O������.BSL�)VHHFUU�(NC)�CFDBNF�BO�PG趑DJBM�#.8�.PCJMF�
Tradition dealer.

Eventually, I discovered that I had been living no more than  
���NJOVUFT�BXBZ�GSPN�UIF�XPSMEѳT�趑STU�#.8�DMBTTJD�NPUPSDZ-
DMF�EFBMFS�BOE�*�EJEOѳU�FWFO�LOPX�
In January of this year, the company moved to its new address, 
a wonderful building that is even more wonderful on the inside. 
.BSL�)VHHFUU�IBT�TJODF�SFUJSFE�GSPN�BDUJWF�DMVC�MJGF�CVU�IF�JT�
TUJMM�B�NFNCFS�PG�UIF�#.8�.0"�

above: at the company’s open day

left: Mark and Esther Huggett
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pointing 
the way 
ahead 
For bmw 
motorrad.

When edgar heinrich returned from a posting in India 
                        to head up the design team at BMW Motorrad in 
       Munich, it was a happy homecoming for a motorcycle 
                     enthusiast whose BMW career started back in 1986.

I knew when it came to choosing a subject for my thesis to complete my design studies it had to be the motorcycle. And 
since BMW promised backing, I decided to design a BMW with an entirely new concept for a younger market: positi-
oned in what was then the 27 hp class, pressed-steel frame, belt drive, storage, adjustable ergonomics and an entire-
MZ�OFX�EFTJHO�BQQSPBDI�GPS�UIF�EBZ��5IF�#.8�UPQ�CSBTT�TFFNFE�UP�趑OE�NZ�PSJHJOBM�TDBMF�NPEFM�0,�TJODF�UIFZ�PGGFSFE�
me a job which I took up in 1986.

Mr Heinrich, how did you join BMW originally?

5P�CFHJO�XJUI�JU�XBT�NPTUMZ�EFUBJMFE�XPSL�PO�POHPJOH�QSPKFDUT��5IF�趑STU�QSPKFDU�GPS�XIJDI�*�XBT�HJWFO�SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ�XBT�
UIF�趑STU�#.8�GPVS�WBMWF�CPYFS�UIF�3������34�XIJDI�DBNF�PVU�JO�������*�XBT�KVTU�B�SPPLJF�BNPOH�UIF�SBOLT�PG�FYQFSJ-
enced designers. 

:KDW�ZHUH�WKH�ÀUVW�MREV�\RX�ZRUNHG�RQ"

*�XBT�UIFO�SFTQPOTJCMF�GPS�ESBGUJOH�BOE�NPEFMMJOH�UIF�3������35�BOE�3������4�CPYFS�NPEFMT�BOE�UIF�,�TFSJFT�
,������34�,������3�,������4�BOE�,������(5��"GUFS�UIBU�*�XPSLFE�PO�DPNQFUJUJPO�CPYFST�UIF�1BSJT�%BLBS�SBDFST�BOE�
UIF�)1��.FHBNPUP��'SPN������*�XBT�SFTQPOTJCMF�for everything from the G 650 GS, the F 800 series, the S 1000 RR 
BOE�,������NPEFMT�SJHIU�VQ�UP�UIF�DVSSFOU�TDPPUFST�BOE�OFX�(4�UIBU�XBT�JOUSPEVDFE�MBTU�BVUVNO��

What came next?
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The concept of “motorcycle design” had barely been established 25 
years ago. Genuine motorcycle designers were thin on the ground, and 
new processes and design templates had to be borrowed from the pas-
senger car, where design was already well established. Since then, BMW 
has developed and implemented its own motorcycle design philosophy. 
There have been highs and lows, of course, but I would say the most sig-
OJ趑DBOU�GFBUVSFT�IBWF�BMXBZT�CFFO�UIF�RVFTU�GPS�JOOPWBUJWF�IJHI�RVBMJ-
ty, customer-relevant and occasionally unorthodox solutions. In recent 
ZFBST�PVS�EFTJHO�IBT�CFFO�IJHIMZ�TVDDFTTGVM�BOE�TUZMJTUJDBMMZ�JO趒VFOUJBM��
The emotional component has grown in importance again. In many seg-
NFOUT�#.8�EFTJHO�JT�DPOTJEFSFE�UP�EF趑OF�DVSSFOU�TUZMF�BOE�UIFSFGPSF�
frequently copied.

<RX�VWDUWHG�DW�%0:�0RWRUUDG�GHVLJQ�LQ�������+RZ�KDV�%0:�
GHVLJQ�DQG�WKH�GHVLJQ�SKLORVRSK\�FKDQJHG�VLQFH�WKRVH�GD\V"�

We live out our design philosophy and are constantly developing it. We 
believe that motorcycle riders in different segments have very different 
NJOETFUT��0VS�BJN�JT�UP�BXBLFO�EFTJSF��5IF�LFZT�UP�BDIJFWJOH�UIJT�BSF�QSP-
fessionalism and sheer creativity, enthusiasm and motivation in our inter-
national team. 

:KDW�PDNHV�%0:�0RWRUUDG�GHVLJQ�GLVWLQFWLYH"

7KH�ÀUVW�%0:�PRWRUF\FOH�ZDV�SUHVHQWHG� 
���\HDUV�DJR��:KDW�SDUW�GRHV�WUDGLWLRQ�SOD\�LQ�
\RXU�ZRUN"

We have a strong history, full of innovations and icons. 
0VS�BJN�JT�UP�QVSTVF�UIJT�EJSFDUJPO�JO�UIF�GVUVSF�BT�XFMM��
But that means more than just a copy and paste exercise, 
NBLJOH�DMBTTJD�SFQMJDBT��JOTUFBE�XF�XBOU�UP�SF趒FDU�PO�UIBU�
tradition, on the emotional values, and draw on our her-
itage where it makes sense. Precision and emotion have 
been key elements throughout our history.

$QG�IRU�\RX�SHUVRQDOO\"
My motorcycle collection also contains a few classics, al-
though only one of them is truly original – the rest are a syn-
thesis of classic and modern. I’m quite relaxed as far as 
that’s concerned; for me emotionality is more important than 
authenticity. 

7XUQLQJ�IURP�WKH�SDVW�WR�WKH�IXWXUH��ZKHUH�GR�\RX�VHH�WKH�FKDOOHQJHV�LQ� 
PRWRUF\FOH�GHVLJQ"
'VUVSF�TDFOBSJPT�BSF�UPP�DPNQMFY�UP�QSPWJEF�FBTZ�BOTXFST��5XP�XIFFMFST�PGGFS�TPMVUJPOT�OPU�POMZ�UP�DJUZ�DFOUSF�USBG趑D�QSPC-
lems but also to the demand for “small”, affordable mobility in the vast expanses of developing countries, regardless of 
XIFUIFS�UIBU�JT�BDIJFWFE�CZ�JOUFSOBM�DPNCVTUJPO�FOHJOFT�PS�FMFDUSJD�ESJWFT��0O�UIF�PUIFS�IBOE�KVTU�BT�PVS�NPCJMJUZ�JT�HFUUJOH�
“greener”, safer and more strictly controlled, the demand for emotional products is also getting stronger. Motorcycles can 
also go beyond pure utility or life cycle analysis to meet these emotional needs.

$�SHUVRQDO�TXHVWLRQ�WR�ÀQLVK�ZLWK��ZKDW·V�\RXU�IDYRXULWH�%0:�PRWRUF\FOH"
I don’t have a “favourite” motorcycle – that would be unfair on so many others. But if I had to decide, it would be the BMW R 5 
GSPN�UIF�FBSMZ�QFSJPE�BOE�BNPOH�UIF�NPEFSO�WBSJBOUT�UIF�)1��&OEVSP�.FHBNPUP��*ѳN�GVOEBNFOUBMMZ�B�GBO�PG�BMM�TDSBNCMFST�
and GS models, so the new R 1200 GS is also a favourite among the current range. 

´:KDW�ZH�QHHG�DUH�VWURQJ��HPRWLRQDO�  
PRWRUF\FOHV�ZKLFK�GHOLYHU�SHUIHFW�  
SHUIRUPDQFH�DQG�DOZD\V�R̓HU�WKDW�  
little extra…”
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The preparations for what is set to be another rather special motorcycle meeting are now in full swing. 

5IJT�JT�UIF�GPV
SUI�UJNF�UIBU�NPUPSDZDMF�SJEF

ST�BSF�CFJOH�JO
WJUFE�UP�UBLF�Q

BSU�JO�UIF�Ѳ$PO
DPSTP�EJ�.PUPDJ-

DMFUUFѳ��0XOFST�PG�BMM�C
SBOET�PG�NPUPSDZDMF�GSPN

�BOZ�QFSJPE�ѭ�
XIFUIFS�GSPN

�UIF�EBZT�PG�UI
F�QJPOFFST�UP

�

current designer models – are being urged to register their participation at 

www.concorsodeleganzavilladeste.com. Several applications have already been received from Italy, 

Switzerland, France, German Austria, and the USA. 

Riders don’t just need to prepare their motorcycles to be presented on the podium and assessed by a 

jury of recognised experts from different countries, but they should also have to ready their steeds for a 

KPJOU�SJEF�VOE
FS�QPMJDF�NPUPSDZDMF�FTD

PSU��/PU�POMZ�U
IBU�CVU�QBSUJD

JQBOUT�DBO�MPP
L�GPSXBSE�UP�B

O�BUUSBD-

tive programme of side attractions, including the exclusive hotel itself where the participants will be 

TUBZJOH�BT�XF
MM�BT�SFDFQUJPO

T�BOE�FWFOJOH
�FWFOUT��0OF�QBSUJDVMBSMZ

�JNQPSUBOU�BTQFD
U�JT�UIF�PQQPS

UVOJUZ�

that participants have to meet with motorcycling friends from other countries and with other interests, 

such as private collectors from all over the world, delegates from museums, or employees from the 

motorcycle industry. 

The selection of 36 motorcycles from all of the registrations received is made by a committee, who 

assesses them and divides them into corresponding groups. A catalogue yearbook is compiled 

especially for the event, containing information on the motorcycles taking part in the competition. The 

members of the jury then have a chance to discuss further details with the owners of the motorcycles 

during the assessment phase. 

6OUJM�OPX�UIF
�Ѳ$PODPSTP�EJ

�.PUPDJDMFUUFѳ�BU
�-BLF�$PNP�IBT�CFFO�TP

NFXIBU�PG�B�TF
DSFU�BNPOH� 

CPUI�QBSUJDJQB
OUT�BOE�WJTJUP

ST��:FU�UIF�XF
FLFOE�BU�-BLF

�$PNP�IBT�TFU�OFX
�TUBOEBSET�JO�

TQFDJBMJTU�

circles regarding the selection and presentation of participating motorcycles. It is certainly worth visit-

JOH�JG�POMZ�GPS�
UIF�VOJRVF�趒B

JS�PG�UIF�7JMMB�&
SCB�BOE�UIF�R

VBMJUZ�PG�UIF�T
VQQPSU�QSPHSB

NNF�XIJDI�BMTP�

includes a number of special exhibitions.

click here: 
Concorso d’Eleganza.

&7&/5�"//06/$&.&/5

Concorso di Motociclette. 

23rd – 25th May 2014. 
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december
BMW Clubs Asia Meeting, Chiang Mai, Thailand
07.12. – 09.12.2013, kahwong@hotmail.com

January
Annual General Meeting of the International BMW Classic  
and Type Clubs Section, Velbert, Germany
24.01. – 26.01.2014, www.bmw-clubs.org

march
Retro Classics, Stuttgart, Germany
13.03. – 14.03.2014, www.messe-stuttgart.de/retro

Working Meeting of the Council Board, Munich, Germany
21.03. – 24.03.2014, www.bmw-clubs-international.com

BMW Clubs Europa AGM, Innsbruck, Austria
22.03. – 24.03.2014, www.bmw-club-europa.org

Techno Classica, Essen, Germany
26.03. – 30.03.2014, www.siha.de

Further highlights 2014
#.8�#JLF�'FTU�.JENBS�%BN�,XB[VMV�/BUBM�4PVUI�"GSJDB
25.04. – 28.04.2014, www.bmwbikefest.co.za

BMW Motorrad Days, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany
04.07. – 06.07.2014, www.bmw-motorrad.de


